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AN INEQUALITY FOR SELFADJOINT OPERATORS
ON A HILBERT SPACE

HERBERT J. BERNSTEIN

ABSTRACT. An elementary inequality of use in testing convergence of eigen-

vector calculations is proven. If e\ is a unit eigenvector corresponding to an

eigenvalue A of a selfadjoint operator A on a Hilbert space H, then

'^   * \\(A-Xl)gV
for all g in H for which Ag ^ Xg. Equality holds only when the component of

g orthogonal to e\ is also an eigenvector of A.

When computing eigenvectors of real symmetric matrices by iterative techniques,

convergence is usually assumed on the basis of stagnation of Rayleigh quotients,

(e.g., see [2]). In most cases this is satisfactory. However, when dealing with

pathologically close eigenvalues, significant components orthogonal to the desired

vector may remain [3, p. 174]. In such cases one may try to estimate the size of

those orthogonal components to decide if, say, Richardson's purificatin is needed.

In this paper we present an estimator which has been of value in such calculations.

The proof is elementary and the author suspects that it is not new, but is able to

find no prior publication nor use within standard eigenvector programs.

Before proving the inequality, we state a lemma which can be derived directly

from the equations used in proving Cauchy's or Schwartz' inequality [1, p. 16]. We

include an abstract proof here for completeness.

LEMMA. Let H be a Hilbert space, A a selfadjoint operator on H, x a vector

in H, and let r be real. Then

||x||2||Ax||2 - (x, Ax)2 = \\x\\2\\(A - tI)x\\2 - (x, (A - rl)x)2.

Proof.

||x||2||(A-rI)x||2-(x,(A-r/)x)2

= ||x||2(||Ax||2-2r(x,Ax)+r2||x||2)

-((x,Ax)2-2t(x,Ax)||x||2 + t2||x||4)

= ||x||2||Ax||2-2r(x,Ax)||x||2+r2||x||4

- (x, Ax)2 + 2r(x, Ax)||x||2 - r2||x||4

= ||x||2||Ax||2-(x,Ax)2.    Q.E.D.

Now we can prove the desired inequality.
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THEOREM 1. Let H be a Hilbert space, A a selfadjoint operator on H, e\ a

unit eigenvector of A with corresponding eigenvalue X, and let f be orthogonal to

A. Then for any g = ae\ + f with a real, either Ag — Xg or

n.2^ Hg||2|lAg|l2-(9,A9)2

-        \\(A -XL)g\\2       ■

PROOF. By the lemma, we may replace A in the numerator by A — XI, allowing

us to assume A = 0 without loss of generality. However, in that case

Ag = Af,    (g,Ag) = (f,Af),    and    ||Ag|| = ||A/||

so that

IMPISH2 - (g, Ag)2      (a2 + ||/||2)||A/||2 - (/, Af)2

\\Ag\\2 \\Af\\
2

o ,  ||/||2||A/|i2-(/,A/)2        2

IIA/II2
by the Schwartz inequality.    Q.E.D.

Notice that the inequality is strict unless the Schwartz inequality on (/, Af) is

an equality, i.e., when / is an eigenvector of A. It then follows immediately that

COROLLARY. If e\ is a unit eigenvector corresponding to eigenvalue X of a

selfadjoint operator A on a Hilbert space H, then

2^ ||9||2||Ag||2-(g,Ag)2

K*4*»   * \\(A-XI)g\\2

for all g in H for which Ag / Xg. Equality will hold if and only if the component
of g orthogonal to ex is also an eigenvector of A.

We now show that the bound given is actually the best of the bounds that

could be obtained from a class of squares of ratios of shifted inner products to the

eigenvalue shifted by the same amount.

THEOREM 2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, let r be real. Then either

Ag = Xg or

\\g\\2\\Ag\\2-(g,Ag)2 K ||(A-r/)g||2

||(A-A/)9||2        ^      (X-r)2     "

PROOF.   Since a/b < c/d for b, d > 0 if and only if be — ad > 0, we define

B — A — XI and, using the lemma, compute

\\(A - XI)g\\2\\(A - rl)g\\2 - (A - r)2(||ff||2||Aff||2 - (g, Ag)2)

= \\Bg\\2\\(B + (A- r)I)g\\2 - (A - r)2(\\g\\2\\Bg\\2 - (g,Bg)2)

= ||ßff||4 + 2(A - r)||B9||2 + (A - r)2||g||2||ßff||2

-(A-7)2||9||2||ß9||2 + (A-r)2(9,ßg)2

= (||ßS||2 + (A-r)(r/,ß9))2>0

with equality only when (g, (A — XI)g) ^ 0 and

li(A-AJ)gj|2

(g, (A, -XI)g)
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